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Re: Questions and Requests in Relation to Trial Chamber Memorandum E223/2 
    
Dear Mr. Crippa, 
 
We have certain questions and requests in relation to paragraph 5 of Trial Chamber 
Memorandum E223/2, notified to the parties on 19 October 2012 and would be most grateful 
for any clarification/assistance you could provide: 
 

1. Paragraph 5 states that there will be an opportunity to object to documents cited in the 
Closing Order paragraphs relevant to population movement phases one and two and 
Tuol Po Chrey.  This paragraph does not mention documents cited in the paragraphs 
of the Closing Order relevant to Military Structure.  Will we also have an opportunity 
to object to those documents? 

2. Paragraph 5 states that there will be an opportunity to object to documents identified 
in E190.1 and E190/2.1, as well as documents subsequently put before the Trial 
Chamber pursuant to Rule 87(4) for which there has not yet been an opportunity for 
adversarial argument.  The Trial Chamber has provided examples of such documents 
(E216/3 and E172/24/4), but has not listed all new documents put to it pursuant to 
Rule 87(4).  Could the Trial Chamber please provide the parties with a list of all such 
new documents? 

3. Paragraph 5 states that there will be an opportunity to object to statements identified 
in E96/7, paragraph 28.  This paragraph of E96/7 refers to OCIJ witness statements 
cited in the Closing Order of witnesses not called to testify that have already received 
an E3 classification but have not been considered in prior document objection 
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hearings.  This portion of paragraph 5 is not entirely clear since in parentheses it 
refers to “documents or other evidence.”  Could you clarify whether this section is 
intended to refer only to OCIJ witness statements or whether it may also refer to other 
material?  Further, could the Trial Chamber please provide a list of all such OCIJ 
witness statements (and possibly other materials) to which this section refers? 

4. Finally, Paragraph 5 states that there will be an opportunity to object to any other 
documents from the parties’ original document lists that are relevant to Case 002/01 
and for which an opportunity for adversarial argument has yet to be provided.  Could 
you please clarify whether this refers to the lists that the Trial Chamber requested the 
parties to prepare by 30 November 2012 (in paragraph 4) or whether it may 
additionally refer to other material?  If it additionally refers to other material, could 
the Trial Chamber please provide a list of such material? 

 
Thank you very much for any clarification and assistance you can provide.  This will enable 
us to prepare any objections we may have in a timely and particularized manner. 

 
Respectfully requested,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ANG Udom Michael G. KARNAVAS  

 Co-Lawyers for Mr. IENG Sary  
 


